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Rent Consultation – feedback
In March 2019, we started a review of our rent policy and how rent is
calculated for our properties. The aim of the review is to make rent
charges straightforward and easy
to understand.

Consultation survey
We have been working with the Tenant Information
Service (TIS) and the Residents’ Improvement
Group (RIG) to ensure your views are heard on all
aspects of the rent restructure review.
Thank you to everyone who took part in our survey
or attended the workshop in April. It is important
that you have your say and we value your input.

Proposals to change how we
calculate your rent
1. Do you think the following should be
considered as part of your rent charge?
YES

NO

Energy efficiency

33%

20%

Size of property

61%

Location of property

2. Do you think the following should be
removed from your rent charge?
YES

NO

Garage

69%

8%

15%

Dining-kitchen

69%

8%

33%

40%

Conservatory

69%

8%

Private garden

26%

46%

Wet floor shower

47%

23%

Extra bath or shower

37%

37%

Dining room

47%

23%
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Sharing the cost of
adaptations across
all properties
The costs of maintaining equipment installed as
part of an adaptation (specialist baths, hoists, door
openers, etc.) are currently met by individual
tenants in their rents. Some tenants with a high
level of need are being charged for multiple pieces
of equipment and have higher rents as a result.
We asked you if we should pool the costs of
maintaining such equipment across all rents, as
we do for all other repairs. 32% said yes, 38% said
no, and 30% said they had no opinion either way.

Next steps
Your feedback will be considered by our Board in
August 2019. They will take this into account when
they make a final decision on how we will structure
our new rent policy. The new policy will be
introduced in April 2020. Depending on the
outcome of the review, some rents will be lower,
but some may be slightly higher. To minimise the
impact of any rental increases, we will ensure any
changes will be phased in over time, or at a
change of tenancy. We will write to you in the
autumn of 2019, advising how your rent may
change from April 2020 onwards, and keep you
informed through regular articles in our newsletter.
Everyone who submitted a response in the rent
structure survey was entered in a prize draw.
Mr Alverall and Mrs Miller are the lucky winners of
£50 vouchers!
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Estates team –
providing a
better service
for you
From the 2018 Tenant Satisfaction Survey
results, we are pleased to see the overall
satisfaction with communal cleaning and
grounds maintenance improved from 88%
to 92%. You did, however, indicate we could
improve on close cleaning and
landscaping. We are now trialling a new
way of working with our estates team to
address your concerns.
Our estates team will be operating according to
new standards which we are trialling and will be
asking for your views on. Each site will now be
maintained by one member of the team, once a
week. This will reduce the travel time and increase
the time spent working in the estate. The team will
work together on Fridays to carry out larger jobs
across our developments.
We are also carrying out inspections of each
estate, some estates will be inspected by Keep
Scotland Beautiful. The goal of these inspections is
to identify areas for improvement and bring each
estate up to the gold standard.
We are piloting this project for a couple of months
and would love to hear what you think about this
new way of working.
We have also made changes to the grass cutting
service. This will now be free of charge to tenants
living in a wheelchair adapted property who qualify
for the scheme. This project aims to ensure a good
upkeep of gardens, and will finish in September,
when it will be reviewed.
Please join us at one of the Tea in the Car Park
events, or approach the member of staff working in
your estate to provide feedback or let us know if you
would like to benefit from the services we provide.
Horizon Housing – 0330 303 0089
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Tenant
satisfaction
survey – helping
us provide you
with a better
service
Every three years, we carry out a full
survey to find out where we are
performing well and where we could
do better. We use this information to
look at the services we provide and to
plan changes. The last survey was
carried out in August 2018.
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Since receiving the results we have
worked with you at our Big Blether Event
in December and with our Residents’
Improvement Group (RIG) to develop an
action plan to improve the areas where
we could do better. We have highlighted
some of the key actions on page five.

www.horizonhousing.org

YOU SAID:

WE WILL:

Day to day repairs
86% who had a repair carried out were
satisfied. This is below our target of
95% satisfaction.

• Increase the visits by officers and telephone
surveys to check on completed works to
quickly identify issues and follow up on any
dissatisfaction.
• Increase the focus on getting it right first time.

Priorities for home improvements
In the survey, you said the main
priorities for you are bathrooms,
windows and kitchens.
13% of tenants also want new internal doors.

• Continue with our bathroom replacement
programme and identify high priority properties.
• Identify properties with older style internal doors
and develop a replacement programme within
the budgets we have set.

Information and communication
Fewer tenants felt we are good at
keeping them informed.

• Look at using text messages to provide
information and reminders for housing and
maintenance appointments.
• Appoint a tenant editor/rep on our newsletter
group to help us deliver regular newsletters and
give you a voice.
• Launch a tenant app to help you contact us
more easily and get access to information.

Communal cleaning and
grounds maintenance
Although overall satisfaction increased to
92% from 88% in 2015, you said you are less
satisfied with:
• close cleaning down from 93% to 82%; and
• landscaping down from 90% to 88%.

• Introduce a new way of estate working.
• Launch a pilot grass cutting service for
qualifying tenants.
• Launch a three-year landscaping improvement
plan this year.

Value for money
The number of tenants who feel that
their rent is value for money has
increased from 57% to 83% which is still
lower than we would like.

• Carry out a rent policy review and launch the
revised policy in 2020.
• Use new questions in surveys to highlight
recurring themes and develop local initiatives
for improvement.

We are keen to hear your views on the above. Please talk to us at the upcoming Tea in the Car
Park events or contact your housing officer.

Horizon Housing – 0330 303 0089
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Mobile working
We have redesigned our
processes to ensure we are
providing you with a high-quality
service in your home and on your
doorstep. During the coming
weeks, you will see housing,
advice, asset management and
repairs staff with iPads. These will
allow staff to make updates and
process appropriate actions on
your account with you there and
then. By going digital, we are
ensuring best value for you, with
significant savings in printing,
postage, travel and time.

Tea in the Car Park
Tea in the Car Park was a great success last summer.
You told us this is your preferred way of discussing
your views on our services, homes and opportunities
for community involvement. This year we are
increasing the number of events and locations and we
hope to see you there.
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Sustaining your tenancy
Last year our tenancy sustainment
team supported 151 of you, with a total
of £210,975.83 in financial gains for
tenants. We helped with a wide variety
of issues including benefit claims and
appeals, grant applications for furniture
and white goods, budgeting,
occupational therapy referrals and
energy advice. Some examples of the
help we offered included:

“Gemma’s” story
A new tenant moved into one of our properties
last year with her young child. They had
become homeless following a relationship
breakdown and had none of the things
necessary to set up a new home. Gemma was
working part time but could not afford to
purchase household items as she was on a
tight budget. We helped her to apply to the
Scottish Welfare Fund, which awarded white
goods and other items of furniture. However, it
did not award other items such as storage,
flooring or winter clothing and footwear which
was desperately needed. We managed to
source bedroom furniture for her child
including a wardrobe and a chest of drawers.
We also applied to other charities and were
awarded over £1000, enabling her to buy
clothing and footwear for herself and her child,
and to further furnish her home.

“Mr and Mrs Smith’s” story
A couple moved in to one of our adapted
properties last year. Mrs Smith had suffered a
stroke which resulted in paralysis leaving her in
need of full time care. Her husband had to give
up his job to care for her, and their previous
property was unsuitable as she needed a fully
adapted home. They were really struggling
financially due to this huge change of
circumstances. We helped them to apply for
Universal Credit, Carer’s Allowance and
Personal Independence Payment to maximise
their income. They couldn’t afford white goods
for their new home, so we managed to source
these from the Scottish Welfare Fund. We also
sourced £500 from other grants and charities
to enable them to buy essential items.

If you think you could benefit from support from our tenancy sustainment team, no
matter how big or small the issue, contact us on 0330 303 0089.
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Complaints
In the satisfaction survey, What information
17% of you said you were do I need to provide
when I complain?
unsure of how to
complain. Hopefully you
We need:
will have seen the
• your name and address;
compliments and
• as much information as
complaints leaflet in the
you can about the
latest tenant handbook
complaint;
•
what has gone wrong; and
but, if you haven’t, below
• how you would like us to
is a reminder of how you
resolve the matter.
can raise a concern.
If something goes wrong or you
are dissatisfied, please tell us.
You can complain if:
• we fail to provide a service
or if there is a delay in
providing it
• we provide a poor service
• you experience unfairness,
prejudice or discrimination
• we breach our policies or
procedures
• you are unhappy about
any other aspect of your
experience as a customer

It is easier for us to resolve
complaints if you make them
quickly and directly to the
service concerned. So, please
talk to a member of our staff
working in the service you are
complaining about. They will do
their best to resolve any
problems on the spot.

What happens
when I have
complained?
There are two stages in our
complaints procedure:

Stage one –
frontline resolution
We aim to resolve complaints
quickly. This could mean an onthe-spot apology and
explanation if something has
clearly gone wrong, and
immediate action to resolve
the problem.
We will give you our decision at
stage one in five working days or
less, unless there are
exceptional circumstances. If we
can’t resolve your complaint at
this stage, we will explain why.
If you are still dissatisfied, you
can ask for your complaint to be
investigated further through
stage two. We can help you with
making this request.

Horizon Housing – 0330 303 0089

Stage two –
investigation
A stage two investigation deals
with two types of complaints:
those which have not been
resolved at stage one and those
which are complex and require
detailed investigation.
In stage two we will:
• acknowledge receipt of
your complaint within three
working days
• discuss your complaint
with you to understand why
you remain dissatisfied
and what outcome you are
looking for
• give you a full response to
the complaint as soon as
possible and within 20
working days. If our
investigation will take
longer than 20 working
days, we will tell you

What happens if I
am still unhappy?
If we are unable to resolve your
complaint or you remain
unhappy with our response, you
can ask the Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman (SPSO) to
review how your complaint has
been handled.
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Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 – tenancy
changes that affect you from 1 May 2019
In October 2018, we wrote to you about the changes to some of the rights you
were given when you signed your tenancy agreement with us. We told you it
was very important you read the information and keep it in a safe place along
with your tenancy agreement, in case you need to refer to it in future.
The changes to your tenancy which came into
place on 1 May 2019 are in bold:

Conviction of a crime/serious
anti social behaviour
If a tenant, or anyone living with/visiting the tenant
in the property, is convicted of using their home, or
allowing it to be used for immoral or illegal
purposes, or of an offence punishable by
imprisonment committed in or in the locality of the
property, we are entitled to seek a court order to
evict the tenant from their home.
This allows us to be more proactive in dealing
with antisocial behaviour and means you can
fully enjoy your home. We can apply for an
eviction within 12 months of the conviction.

Adapted properties
Some properties are designed or adapted to meet
the needs of a tenant or a person living with the
tenant. If someone in the household no longer
requires an adaptation, we will visit and discuss
other housing options.

Change to a Short Scottish
Secure Tenancy for antisocial
behaviour
In certain circumstances, we can change your
tenancy agreement to a Short Scottish Secure
Tenancy (SSST), which gives you fewer rights and
less protection from eviction than a Scottish
Secure Tenancy (SST).
These circumstances will now include any
situation where a tenant or someone living
with the tenant has acted in a serious or
persistent antisocial manner in or around
the property.
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Clean start
Cleaning a wet room is just like
cleaning any bathroom, only much
easier. Instead of scrubbing at the
limescale in the bath, you have the
freedom and flexibility to clean faster
and more conveniently.
Here are our top tips for keeping your wet room
floor looking clean and fresh.
When your wet room floor needs cleaning,
follow these steps:
We suggest you avoid:
• use common bathroom cleaner;
• instead of a standard floor mop, use a mop
that has a scrubbing head to ensure you can
easily lift any residue;
• working in sections, gently scrub in small
circles to lift the dirt away;
• repeat until the floor is clean;
• for problem areas use a scouring sponge.

• citrus and pine scented cleaners – mainly
due to risk of staining, but in worst cases,
can cause damage to your floor; and
• cleaners in gel form, as these can still be
quite thick even after dilution, increasing the
risk of residual build-up, which can cause
discolouration and damage to your floor.

Get involved!
Are you a keen writer?
Is photography your hobby?
Do you have suggestions for
our newsletter?
In the recent tenant satisfaction survey, 92% of you
indicated we are good at keeping you informed.
We want to get even better at listening to you and
finding out what matters to you most.
We are looking for a tenant editor or tenant
representative to help us shape the content and
layout of our newsletter.
There are lots of ways you can get involved and
influence our performance!

Why don’t you raise your voice for your
future, and:
• help us make improvements to what
matters to you;
• have a say on services we offer;
• help us shape the content of our
newsletter and communication in general;
• gain new skills; and
• share ideas.

If you would like more information on how
to become our tenant editor, please get in
touch with our business services team on
0330 303 0089.

Horizon Housing – 0330 303 0089
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What’s growing on?
We know there are some keen gardeners amongst
you. Last year, you made our judges’ lives difficult
with all your beautifully presented gardens. This year
we are looking to recognise all of your green-fingered
efforts, from well-maintained lawns and flower beds
to colourful hanging baskets and gnome gardens.
We agree your great gardens have a positive impact on the wider
community and want to recognise these well-maintained outdoor
spaces throughout the year by featuring them in our newsletter.
Are you proud of your outdoor space?
Do you enjoy the look of your neighbours’ garden?
Please get in touch and nominate the garden you like the best.
Closing date for nominations is 31 July 2019.
Horizon Housing Association Leving House, Fairbairn Place,
Livingston, West Lothian, EH54 6TN.
t: 0330 303 0089 e: e-mail@horizonhousing.org
HorizonHA
@Horizon_Housing
www.horizonhousing.org

Office opening hours:
Monday – Tuesday 9am – 5pm, Wednesday 10am – 5pm,
Thursday 9am – 5pm, Friday 9am – 4pm
Out of hours emergency contacts:
Gas boiler and heating repairs: 01294 468113
Other emergency repairs: 0800 783 7937
This newsletter is available in larger print, other languages,
audio or other electronic forms. Should you require a copy of
this newsletter in any of these formats, please contact
0330 303 0089.
Horizon Housing Association Limited is a Charity registered in Scotland, number SC011534. Horizon Housing Association Limited is a registered society under
the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014, number 1827 R(S), and with the Scottish Housing Regulator, number HAL 128. Registered as a
Property Factor PF000385. Registered office: Leving House, Fairbairn Place, Livingston, EH54 6TN. Part of the Link group © Link Group Ltd 2019.
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